
Employ AI Technology to Consistently Grow Profits

Business Module and Rewards System

GPTCoin



The Positioning of the
GPTCoin Project

A decentralised financial platform including an 

AI trading robot and AI loan services, now in 

partnership with Biance, the world's largest 

exchange website.

Uses advanced machine learning algorithms 

and natural language processing technology

Building an innovative and high-precision 

forecasting model + smart trading system.



Evolutionary and developmental history of quantitative trading

Developmental 
period Robotic paradigm Pertinent characteristics

1.0 Robotic manual labour Requires individual adjustment of parameters and 
strategy, often results in financial losses

2.0 High frequency quantitative 
robots

Requires sustained high quality data and 
algorithmic inputs, with quantities of data not 

being enough

3.0
Fully automated AI trading 

robots based on GPT 4 
technology

Machine learning can provide customers with 
highly effective strategies by packaging 
investment solutions, saving mental and 

physical energy

GPTCoin: Quantitatively Changing the Rules of the Game for Trading



GPTCoin is Launching AI Fox
a Trading Robot Service

• A self-built smart database worth 10 million USD that can penetrate all 

aspects of each trade

• 167 + mathematical models and 2 million trades analyzed after the fact 

by AI, locking in profits

• Powerful algorithms, formula backtesting, high frequency trade survey 

and mapping models

• Real time updates on indications and work platform performance, you 

won't have to worry about price fluctuations

• Long-term supplier trend tracking, using data to generate profits



An introduction to our AI finance Fox (AI Fox)

AI Fox (AFF) is an innovative financial service released by 

GPTCoin, providing investors and traders with bleeding 

edge quantitative trading strategies and smart, nimble, 

one-stop investment solutions that are based on the lease 

of fully automated quantitative trading robots running 

GPT4 technology, which can help you to calmly and 

confidently navigate the quickly changing finance world.

The fox is a symbol of mental quickness and physical agility, 

and is perfect for embodying the core value concept of AFF.

With AFF at your side you will always be a step ahead of the 

competition.

GPTCoin Launches the AI Finance Fox Series of Trading Robot Services



GPTCoin Launches the AI Finance Fox Series of Trading Robot Services

AI Fox (AI finance Fox) robot and daily income:

Type of Robot Lease Term Daily Reward

AFF 7 days 1%

Get even more returns when you 
activate reinvestment mode!



GPTCoin Launches the AI Finance Fox Series of Trading Robot Services

AI Fox (AI finance Fox) robot and daily income:

Type of Robot Lease Term Daily Reward 钱包复利比例

AFF1 7 days 1.0% 1.0%

AFF2 60 days 1.2% 1.5%

Get even more returns when you activate reinvestment mode!



What rewards can you earn?

GPTCoin Reward Mechanisms

Newcomer 
Benefits

Team Rewards Same Ranking 
Rewards

Wallet Rewards Global Bonus 
Rewards



1. Newcomer Benefits

GPTCoin Reward Mechanisms

Description of Benefits:

Once the product is formally online, a user can sign up for a GPTCoin 

account and within 7 days purchase a "Great Value Newcomer 

Benefits Giftpack" (10U) which will provide them with the following 

long-term benefits:

• A newcomer NFT

• Newcomer NFT money management earnings (1-5%)

• Newcomer NFT Rewards (50-100U), with a prize winning rate of 2%

• The right to rank promotion at only half market performance on the 

newcomer NFT market, with a time limit of 45 days

• A reward of a giftpack of 30% for direct referals and 10% for indirect 

referals.

• Airdrops of the GPTC platform currency (worth 1/10,000th of daily 

investment profit)

7 days after the enrollment of a new account the user loses the 

ability to purchase a "Great Value Newcomer Benefits Giftpack" if he 

or she has not already done so.



2. Referral Rewards

GPTCoin Reward Mechanisms

Referral Reward Explanation:

If you directly refer customer A, who deposits 10,000 USDT, and 

customer A earns a daily profit of 100 USDT, you will receive a 

referral reward of 15 USDT.

Types of Rewards Percentage of Daily Earnings 
from Referrals

Direct Referral 
Rewards

15%

Indirect Referral 
Rewards

10%



GPTCoin Reward Mechanisms

Team Level and Specifics of Rewards:

Team Level Team Promotion 
Requirements

Team Capital 
Requirements Team Profit Proportions

G1 5 direct referrals ≥30,000 USDT 15%

G2 Second Line G1 ≥70,000 USDT 25%

G3 Second Line G2 ≥150,000 USDT 35%

G4 Second line G3 ≥350,000 USDT 40%

G5 Second Line G4 ≥800,000 USDT 45%

G6 Second line G5 ≥2 million USDT 50%

G7 Second line G6 ≥4 million USDT 55%

G8 Second line G7 ≥8 million USDT 65%

G9 Second Line G8 ≥10 million USDT 75%

2. Team Rewards

An explanation of team rewards:
We created 9 team levels, and team profit ratios are from 15-75%.
Team Rewards are calculated on a daily basis. The specific reward amount is calculated based on your team's size and level.



3. Same Ranking Awards

GPTCoin Reward Mechanisms

We also established team same ranking awards

The team you are in can get 20% from a team 

on the next lowest level



4. Wallet Rewards

GPTCoin Reward Mechanisms

Daily rewards from leased AI finance Fox series 

robots will be deposited into your compound 

interest wallet.

The higher your wallet balance,
the bigger your reward! ！

Also, you get an additional compound interest 

reward of 1.5%.



5. Global Bonus Rewards

GPTCoin Reward Mechanisms

If you are at level 9, and you

cultivate a level 9 team

your team can enjoy

an extra bonus of 10%
of all GPTCoin global profits



The Platform Currency

The GPTCoin Platform Currency

 Symbol: GPTC

 Total Quantity: 210,000

 Initial price: 1 USDT

Platform Currency Allocations by Proportion

GPTC apprecation and destruction:

1. Buyback of 5% of network-wide 

processing fees

2. Buyback and destruction of 10% of 

platform profits

Airdrops: 10%

POS ：60%

Contribution 

Quotas:10%

Ecology

building: 20%



Rights of Node Partners
Become a GPTCoin Node Partner and Enjoy Even More Benefits!

NFT Benefits

Pledge USDT to enter and get a
partner NFT badge corresponding
to different starting values (rights
circulate after the transaction).

NFT Rights
• Get NFT money management earnings and 1% daily income, with a time 

limit of 200 days (if there is a trade after N days, the following player will 

continue to recieve 1% daily income for 200-N days)

• Get the status and income proportions of market teams of different levels

• Get airdrops of GPTC  platform currency every day (earnings to node 

partners of different levels will be different)

• Priority access to ecology benefit rights, such as voting and management 

rights



Become a GPTCoin Node Partner and Enjoy Even More Benefits!

Partner Status Number of
Recruits

Starting value
of obtained

NFT
Pledge fee Team

Rank
Daily GPTC 
Airdrops

Starting Partner 300 1,000U 1,000U G1 0.01

Mid-status 
Partner 200 5,000U 5,000U G3 0.05

High-status 
partners 100 10,000U 10,000U G5 0.1

The recruitment rules specifics are as follows:

The earlier the pay-in, the 
lower the cost

The principal sum of the pledge will be completely released after 6 months. 

15% of the principal will be released in the first 5 months, and in the 6th 

month 25% will be released.

Pledge application 

requirements: direct referals 

of 5 or more people

Pledge and settlement 

currency: USDT

Global recruitment of 

100 participants!

Places are limited, first 

come first serve



Benefits Are Being Given on a Limited-time Basis!

GPTCoin is providing a programme of benefits for a limited time to worldwide 

members who make the first move in deploying teams.

Deadline for early warmup benefits:

Before formally going online

Details of this programme:

So long as you sign up for an account during the warmup period 

and purchase the "Great Value Newcomer Giftpack," and deploy 

your team you will, in addition to the aforementioned benefits, 

also receive an extended 90 days of the privilege to rank 

promotion at only half market performance on the NFT market. 

For example a G3 team, which merely possesses a second line G2 

level team with a performance of ≥75,000 USDT, can enjoy the 

normal team profit proportions and promotion rights.

Hurry up and join us!



Thanks
Sign up today to join GPTCoin
Experience the power of AI Fox
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